Abstract-The
INTRODUCTION
Following the advance in computer technology, the numerical technique has made significant progress in the past fifty years. Numerical approach has from then on become a major branch in the field of engineering or scientific research. Among the major techniques for numerically analyzing continuous problems, the finite difference method was developed earliest. This method uses divided difference expressions established from a local Taylor series to replace differential or partial differential operators appearing in a mathematical term in discretizing an engineering or scientific problem. Though the discretization is straight, it is difficult to deal with problems showing nonrectangular or complex curvilinear geometries by using this method. The finite element method can consistently discretize problems showing generic geometries since it uses interpolation and mapping techniques. This method employs the variational calculus or weighted-residual along with the divergence theorem to carry out a weak formulation which results in an integral statement valid for a discretization. The discretization is performed on the domain of an element, which can have different shape configurations, to result in a computable algebraic form. This method has been successfully applied to the solution of various problems in many engineering or scientific areas.
The method of DQ (differential quadrature) defines a set of nodes in a problem domain. Then, a derivative or partial derivative of a variable function at a node with respect to a coordinate . The weighting coefficients for a grid model defined by a coordinate system having arbitrary dimension can also be generated. The configuration of a grid model can be arbitrary. In the GDQ, a certain order derivative or partial derivative of the variable function with respect to the coordinate variables at a node is expressed as the weighted linear sum of the values of function and/or its possible derivatives or partial derivatives at all nodes. Time can also be a coordinate variable. The GDQ can thus be used to develop transient analysis algorithms for solving discrete equations of transient scientific or engineering problems.
The DQ and GDQ have been extended by the author which results in the extended differential quadrature (EDQ) [3] . I n solving a problem, a discrete fundamental relation can be defined at a* point which is not a node. The points for defining fundamental relations are discrete points. A node can also be a discrete point. Then, a certain order derivative or partial derivative, of the variable function existing in a fundamental relation, with respect to the coordinate variables at an arbitrary discrete point can be expressed as the weighted linear sum of the values of function and/or its possible derivatives or partial derivatives at all nodes. Thus, in solving a problem, a discrete fundamental relation can be defined at a discrete point which is not a node. If a point used for defining discrete fundamental relations is also a node, it is not necessary that the number of discrete fundamental relations at that node equals the number of degrees of freedom attached to it. This concept has been used to construct the discrete interelement transition conditions and boundary conditions in the differential quadrature element analyses of beam bending problem, frame problem, and warping torsion bar problem'[4-61. In the EDQ discretization, the number of total degrees of freedom attached to the nodes is the same as the number of total discrete fundamental relations required. The author has used DQ, GDQ, and EDQ to develop DQEM [4], GDQEM [7] , DQFEM [8] , and DQFDM [9] .
In using the extended GDQ to solve the discrete equations of a transient system of continuum mechanics problems, the response histories are updated by using the EDQ or DQ. By using the EDQ, a step by step procedure is developed. The period of one incremental time step represents the range of an EDQ discretization in the time direction. The EDQ is used to carry out the time discretization in a step. It is an EDQ time-element. Thus, the step by step procedure is also called a time-element by time-element procedure. The initial conditions and transition conditions between two adjacent incremental time steps, involving the variable function and related gradients, are considered in constructing the step by step procedure and updating the response histories. If the order of derivatives with respect to time is limited to one, the initial and transition conditions only involve the variable function. For this case, the DQ time-element without rotational DOF is used to carry out the transient response analysis.
By using the equally spaced Lagrange DQ model, another time marching algorithm is constructed. One incremental step solution similar to the step by step solution procedure of the previous algorithm is first carried out. Since no rotational DOF is assigned to the Lagrange DQ model, the DOF assigned to the second node is used to define the initial condition of velocity for structural dynamics problems. After this solution step, a time increment with the value equal to the distance spanning several consecutive stages of the initial solution step is increased. These newly increased stages and some of the previous stages form the Lagrange DQ model. A solution system with variable functions at the newly increased time stages can be defined by using the DQ model to discretize the discrete transient equation system. The responses of the newly increased time stages can thus be calculated. Then, the response histories can be updated by carrying on a stages by stages solution procedure.
In this paper, numerical procedures developed are summarized and presented. Numerical results of sample solutions solved by the developed numerical algorithms are also presented. 
where $J~(<) are the corresponding interpolation functions of gP. Adopting q,(r) as the variable function X(E) and substituting it into equation (l), a linear algebraic system for determining 05 can be obtained.
And the mth order differentiation of equation (2) at discrete point a: also leads to the extended GDQ discretization equation (1) 
where YP(<) are appropriate analytical functions and cP are unknown coefficients.
The constraint conditions at all nodes can be expressed as
where xPp are composed of the values of 'Y,(t) and/or their possible derivatives at all nodes. Solving equations (5) for cF and then substituting it in equation (4), the variable function can be rewritten as
Using the above equation, the weighting coefficients can also be obtained:
It should be mentioned that the appropriate analytical functions can be formed by using certain basis functions defined by the coordinate variables independently. The basis functions can be the polynomials, sine functions, Lagrange polynomials, Chebyshev polynomials, Bernoulli polynomials, Hermite polynomials, Euler polynomials, rational functions, etc. To solve problems having singularity properties, certain singular functions can be used. The problems having infinite domains can also be treated.
SOLUTION OF DISCRETE TRANSIENT EQUATION SYSTEM
The direct integration method adopting the extended GDQ is used to solve the discrete transient equation system. There are two different approaches for developing the integration algorithms. The numerical procedures of these two methods are illustrated by the schemes for the dynamic response of linear structural problems.
Time-Element by Time-Element Integration Algorithm
The dynamic response can be solved by increasing the time, step by step. Each step represents a time-element. Considering that the dynamic equation system, at a stage of the tth incremental step, of the dynamics problems of structures is expressed by where MT, is the mass matrix, C,, the damping matrix, K,., the stiffness matrix, Vi the displacement vector, and F,! the load vector. Let At and r denote the time increment or the size of time-element and the natural coordinate with respect to the time t. Then, by using the EDQ to discretize 0: and 0: in the above equation, the discrete equation at the time stage p of the tth incremental step can be expressed by the following equation:
where l?$q are displacements and/or their derivatives with respect to t, and 9,, are the corresponding interpolation functions of the EDQ discretization. In order to solve the above equation, two initial conditions are required. Let ut denote the initial displacements of the tth incremental step. The initial condition of displacements is expressed as Let 6', denote the initial velocities of the tth incremental step. The initial condition of velocities is expressed as The values of u: and 6: can be obtained from the solutions of the (t -l)th incremental step. The response histories can be uljdated by a time-element by time-element procedure.
Various time-elements can be used to develop the direct integration schemes. Consider the Lagrange time-element having L stage nodes. Since no time derivative of displacement is adopted for the time-element, discrete time stages for defining the discrete equations of motion coincide with the node stages of the element, and qPq represents the Kronecker delta 6,,. Use the DOF assigned to the first node stage to define the condition of initial displacements, and use the DOF assigned to the second node stages to define the initial condition of velocities. Then, by using equations (9)-(11)) the following matrix equation can be obtained: 
It should be noted that if the problem is linear and the size of the time-element is constant, then [ERR] is a constant matrix. Consequently, only one decomposition is necessary for updating the response histories if a direct solution scheme is used.
Consider a C1 -Co EDQ time-element having E stage nodes and L DOF. Assume that the first-stage node has two DOF representing the displacement and velocity of the stage node, and that each of the remaining E -1 stage nodes has one DOF representing the displacement of the stage node. The two DOF assigned to the first-stage node are used to define the two initial conditions of an element step, while the DOF assigned to each other stage node is used to define a discrete equation of motion. By using equations (9)-(ll), the following matrix equation can be obtained: Using equation (15), displacements {Ut>R} of the remaining L -2 node stages can be found:
It should be noted that if L -1 in the superscripts implies that the C1 -Co time-element has L -1 stage nodes, then L in the subscripts implies that the time-element has L DOF.
Stages by Stages Integration Algorithm
A different algorithm was developed to solve the discrete dynamic equilibrium equation system. In this algorithm, the equally spaced grid Lagrange DQ is used to discretize 0: and ii,". One incremental step solution similar to the time-element by time-element solution procedure of the previous algorithm is first carried out. Since no rotational DOF is assigned to the Lagrange DQ model, the DOF assigned to the second node is used to define the initial condition of velocity. 18) where osrn is the displacement vector of the DQ time discretization and &? the load vector of the newly increased N stages. Since only displacements at the newly increased N stages are unknowns, matrix partition technique can be used to obtain an equation system with unknowns the displacements at the newly increased N stages. This solution system is smaller than the solution system of the time-element by time-element solution algorithm and the first incremental step solution of the current algorithm which has the displacements of L -2 stages as unknowns. In this direct integration algorithm, the response histories can be updated by a stages by stages solution procedure. For solving dynamic problems of structures, the maximum value of N will be L -2. If the value of N is larger than 1, the numerical stability is rather poor. The approach of adopting N = 1 is a stage by stage method. For the solution of a linear problem, both solution systems need only one decomposition if a direct solution scheme is used. However, the previous algorithm has better numerical stability.
NUMERICAL RESULTS
The first problem solved involves the dynamic response of a simply supported beam deflected into an initial position and then released. The length of the beam, area of cross-section, moment The dynamic response was solved by using the C1 -Co time-element by time-element direct integration procedure. In the analysis, the damping effect is neglected. Chebyshev polynomials are also used to the EDQ discretization with respect to t. Numerical results of the midspan displacements at four different time stages are summarized and listed in Table 1 with which the convergence and stability can be seen. The second problem solved involves the dynamic response of a fixed-free bar deflected into an initial position and then released. The length of the bar, area of cross-section, mass density, and Young's modulus are all equal to 1. With x = 0, the origin of the coordinate, the initial displacement of the bar is expressed as U(X, 0) = x. One ll-DOF Chebyshev DQEM element was used to model the bar and carry out the space discretization to obtain the discrete equations of motion of the bar. In the analysis, the stage by stage solution procedure was used to carry out the time integration. The damping effect is also neglected. Numerical results of using various orders of DQ approximation for the stage by stage procedure are summarized and listed in Table 2 . The convergence can be seen in the table. The last problem solved involves the dynamic response of a square membrane. Let u(z, y, t) denote the displacement. The dynamic equilibrium equation is expressed by
The boundary condition is u = 0 on the boundary of the membrane for all t 5 0. The membrane is deflected into an initial position U(Z, y, 0) = sin TX sin 2ry and then released. One 11 x 11 Chebyshev DQEM element was used to model the membrane and carry out the space discretization to obtain the discrete equation of motion of the membrane. In the analysis, Lagrange time-element by time-element procedure was used to carry out the time integration. Let Tl denote the first natural frequency of the membrane. Numerical results of the displacement at (0.5,0.25) at four different time stages using various orders of DQ approximation for the Lagrange time-element by time-element procedure are summarized and listed in Table 3 . It shows that the numerical stability and convergence rate are excellent. The problem was resolved by considering the effect of damping with the damping coefficient equal to 1. Then, the dynamic equilibrium equation is expressed by L!k+"-g+~=o. aY2
Numerical results obtained are summarized and listed in Table 4 . It also shows that the numerical stability and convergence rate are excellent. 
CONCLUSIONS
The extended GDQ can be used to develop direct integration schemes for solving a discrete transient equation system of an originally discrete system or a discrete system resulting from the discretization of a continuum system by using a certain discretization technique. The schemes can be divided into two types. They are time-element by time-element method and stages by stages method. For the solution of a linear problem, both solution systems need only one decomposition if a direct solution scheme is used. The algorithms are efficient. The time-element by time-element method has better numerical stability.
